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yallo expands full-service offering and now offers gigabit-speed 
Internet throughout Switzerland 

 yallo is expanding its offer for home Internet by adding a cable connection: yallo Home Max Cable is based on 
the hybrid fiber network from Sunrise UPC. Thanks to this step, yallo Home products now offer gigabit-speed 
Internet to over 80% of households in Switzerland.  

 Strong full-service provider: With mobile, Internet (Home Max Fiber, Home 4G/5G and now also Home Max 
Cable) and yallo TV, yallo provides everything from a single source throughout Switzerland.  

 A fantastic start: Starting January 25 at 1:00 and continuing for no more than two days, yallo will offer a 
limited number of Home Max Cable packages, including 1 Gbit/s Internet and yallo TV, for CHF 14.95/month 
for life.  

 Starting January 27, 2022, yallo will offer its new customers Home Max as a «best speed offer» (up to 10 
Gbit/s, depending on the connection) for just CHF 44.–, including yallo TV. 

 

Just four months after the launch of yallo TV, yallo is expanding its position as a full-service provider with one key 
step. Christoph Richartz, Chief YOL Officer at Sunrise UPC, explains: «Thanks to the hybrid fiber network from 
Sunrise UPC, we can now reach more than twice as many households with gigabit-speed Internet. This will 
complete our portfolio and make it even more attractive for all customers. Greater range, state-of-the-art 
technologies, innovative products for all needs – but at the usual affordable yallo price. This means that we are 
clearly outperforming our competitors.» 

 

Fantastic launch deals 

For early birds, there will be a one-time launch offer for just two days, starting at 1:00 on January 25 and going 
until, January 26, 2022, 11:59 PM: At www.yallo.ch, customers can obtain a limited number of yallo Home Max 
Cable offers, including yallo TV, for a lifelong price of CHF 14.95/month instead of CHF 79.–/month (available on 
the Sunrise UPC cable network and only while supplies last).  

Starting on January 27, yallo will offer the complete Home Max package (fiber and cable) for new customers with 
«best speed» service for CHF 44.–/month (instead of CHF 79.–/month). Depending on the available connection, 
customers benefit from Internet speeds of up to 10 Gbit/s (fiber) or 1 Gbit/s (cable). yallo TV is free as part of this 
introductory promotion. yallo mobile customers can enjoy the current promotion with an additional discount and 
pay only CHF 39.–/month for the combined Internet and TV package for life. 

Depending on the existing home connection, yallo Home Max customers will receive either a latest-generation 
Fiber or Giga Connect Box for free. 

The yallo Home Max Internet and yallo TV offers are available online, via the free hotline (0800 00 48 53), in yallo 
stores, in all post offices and at Interdiscount. You can find all the details about yallo Home Max here: www.yallo.ch  

 

 

 

http://www.yallo.ch/tv
https://www.yallo.ch/en/tv
https://www.yallo.ch/en


 

 

3600 online and offline campaign «yallo is more» 

yallo is promoting its positioning as a full-service provider and the launch of the new offer with a comprehensive 
3600 online and offline campaign. The campaign, designed as part of the collaboration «BoB – Best of Both» by the 
agencies Wirz Communications and Webrepublic, includes TV commercials, out-of-home and print advertising, as 
well as online, YouTube and social media advertising. The goal of the campaign under the slogan «yallo is more» is 
to consolidate yallo’s position as a digital full-service provider while also increasing brand awareness and customer 
loyalty.  

 

yallo’s successful journey to becoming a full-service provider 

yallo was founded in 2005 as a mobile Prepaid provider and has grown into a full-service provider with mobile 
Postpaid, yallo Home (4G/5G) and yallo Home Max Fiber for at-home Internet, and yallo TV. With the launch of the 
Internet offer for cable connections, yallo is significantly expanding its full-service positioning. The coverage area 
offering gigabit-speed Internet for households has instantly doubled. By making this move, yallo is outperforming 
direct competitors who can only rely on a mobile and fiber optic infrastructure. yallo targets price-conscious 
customers who value simple, innovative products and services with a focus on the digital experience. They benefit 
from the reliable and multiple award-winning quality of the Sunrise UPC network.  

 

Picture and video material: 

 yallo TV commercial - German (MP4, 33 MB, ©yallo 2022) 

 yallo Giga Connect Box (JPEG, 1.74 MB, ©yallo2022) 

 Map: Switzerland-wide availability of yallo offers (PDF, 8.47 MB, ©Sunrise UPC 2022) 
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